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A B S T R A C T

Purpose
Although neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy achieves low local recurrence rates in clinical stages II
to III rectal cancer, it delays administration of optimal chemotherapy. We evaluated preoperative
infusional fluorouracil, leucovorin, and oxaliplatin (FOLFOX)/bevacizumab with selective rather than
consistent use of chemoradiotherapy.

Patients and Methods
Thirty-two patients with clinical stages II to III rectal cancer participated in this single-center
phase II trial. All were candidates for low anterior resection with total mesorectal excision
(TME). Patients were to receive six cycles of FOLFOX, with bevacizumab included for cycles
1 to 4. Patients with stable/progressive disease were to have radiation before TME, whereas
responders were to have immediate TME. Postoperative radiation was planned if R0 resection
was not achieved. Postoperative FOLFOX � 6 was recommended, but adjuvant regimens
were left to clinician discretion. The primary outcome was R0 resection rate.

Results
Between April 2007 and December 2008, 32 (100%) of 32 study participants had R0 resections.
Two did not complete preoperative chemotherapy secondary to cardiovascular toxicity. Both had
preoperative chemoradiotherapy and then R0 resections. Of 30 patients completing preoperative
chemotherapy, all had tumor regression and TME without preoperative chemoradiotherapy. The
pathologic complete response rate to chemotherapy alone was 8 of 32 (25%; 95% CI, 11% to
43%). The 4-year local recurrence rate was 0% (95% CI, 0% to 11%); the 4-year disease-free
survival was 84% (95% CI, 67% to 94%).

Conclusion
For selected patients with clinical stages II to III rectal cancer, neoadjuvant chemotherapy and
selective radiation does not seem to compromise outcomes. Preoperative Radiation or
Selective Preoperative Radiation and Evaluation Before Chemotherapy and TME (PROSPECT),
a randomized phase III trial to validate this experience, is now open in the US cooperative
group network.

J Clin Oncol 32:513-518. © 2014 by American Society of Clinical Oncology

INTRODUCTION

The advantage of combined-modality therapy
(CMT) in rectal cancer is that it has reduced local
pelvic recurrence—a dreaded and morbid event—
to rates of � 10%.1,2 In 2004, a German randomized
trial established the superiority of preoperative
administration of fluorouracil-based chemoradio-
therapy (FUCMT).3,4 Subsequently, neoadjuvant
FUCMT followed by a total mesorectal excision
(TME) and postoperative systemic therapy has been
standard practice in North America.5 Most trials

comparing CMT regimens demonstrated that oral
capecitabine and parenteral FU have equal efficacy
and that intensification with oxaliplatin has no in-
cremental benefit.6 As a result, the current trimodal-
ity paradigm of fluoropyrimidine-containing CMT,
then TME, and finally adjuvant systemic ther-
apy, prevails.

Although local recurrence (LR) has been rele-
gated to a rare complication, distant recurrence rates
for stages II to III rectal cancers are still consis-
tently � 25% and patients therefore more com-
monly succumb to rectal cancer as a consequence of
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metastatic disease. One strategy to reduce the distant recurrence rate,
and thereby increase the cure rate, would be to introduce systemic
treatment earlier to prevent dissemination of micrometastases. Trials
of neoadjuvant infusional fluorouracil, leucovorin, and oxaliplatin
(FOLFOX) or capecitabine plus oxaliplatin before chemoradiother-
apy reported by British and Spanish investigators have demonstrated
increased chemotherapy treatment exposure, high response rates, and
favorable outcomes.7,8

On the basis of the results of these trials, as well as our own
experiences treating stage IV rectal cancers with FOLFOX,9 we hy-
pothesized that radiotherapy could be selectively omitted for patients
who respond to neoadjuvant FOLFOX and bevacizumab (FOLFOX/
bevacizumab). We were motivated to investigate this strategy both by
the possibility of avoiding the toxicities of radiation without compro-
mising local control, and the possibility that earlier introduction of full
dose chemotherapy might improve distant control. In 2007, bevaci-
zumab plus chemotherapy was the preferred first-line regimen for
metastatic colorectal cancer and was undergoing phase III testing in
adjuvant colon cancer10; therefore, we included bevacizumab in our
neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimen. We designed an investigator-
initiated, pharmaceutical-sponsored single institution pilot study to
determine if neoadjuvant systemic therapy, with selective use of radi-
ation reserved for nonresponders, was a safe and effective treatment
strategy for patients with clinical stages II to III rectal cancer amenable
to low anterior resection.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

The study was an open label, single arm, single-center phase II study conducted at
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center and was approved by the institution’s
review board. All study participants provided written informed consent.

Patient Selection

Eligibility criteria required adults with pathologically confirmed rectal
adenocarcinoma and no previous treatment. All participants had baseline
staging that included a contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) scan
of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis to rule out metastatic disease. The colorectal
surgeon performed a baseline rigid proctoscopy and identified that the tumor
was amenable to sphincter-preserving TME and had a distal edge located
between 5 and 12 cm of the anal verge. All patients had radiologic staging with
endorectal ultrasound (ERUS), as well as contrast enhanced pelvic magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) to estimate tumor size and the extent of nodal
involvement. Patients were included if imaging suggested clinical cT3N� or
cT3N� disease. Clinical T stage was estimated based on both MRI and ERUS
with review of discrepant estimates by the surgeon and the study radiologist.
Patients were ineligible if the primary tumor was T4, encroaching on the
mesorectal fascia, fixed or deemed unresectable before administration of any
preoperative therapy on the basis of the surgeon’s clinical assessment and
image review. Patients with clinical obstruction requiring a temporary divert-
ing ostomy or endorectal stent to maintain bowel patency were excluded.
Given the inability to precisely determine nodal status on the basis of either
MRI or ERUS, clinical nodal status was estimated as node-negative (N�) if
there were no perirectal lymph nodes � 5 mm, and node-positive (N�) if
there were one or more perirectal lymph nodes larger than 5 mm. Patients with
four or more pelvic lymph nodes � 2 cm manifest on MRI or ERUS were
deemed to have bulky nodal disease and were excluded.

Patients with treatment for another primary cancer within 5 years or a
thrombotic episode within 6 months of enrollment were excluded. Patients on
stable doses of anticoagulant therapy were eligible as were those with con-
trolled hypertension. Patients had to be candidates for systemic chemotherapy
with FOLFOX/bevacizumab and therefore needed to have an Eastern Coop-
erative Oncology Group performance status of 0 to 2, adequate hematologic,

liver, and renal function (ie, neutrophils � 1.5�109/L; platelet count � 100�
109/L; creatinine clearance � 30 mL/min; total bilirubin concentration not �
two times the upper limit of normal; and liver transaminase or alkaline phos-
phatase concentrations not � three times the upper limit of normal).

Treatment

Neoadjuvant treatment. The treatment schema (Figs 1 and 2) included
four cycles of modified FOLFOX6 (mFOLFOX6)10 with bevacizumab, fol-
lowed by two cycles of mFOLFOX6 alone. Patients who were unable to tolerate
neoadjuvant FOLFOX/bevacizumab were treated with combined modality
fluorouracil and pelvic radiation (FUCMT). Patients who had any clinical
evidence of progression during chemotherapy were to proceed to FUCMT.
Toxicity was assessed before each 2-week cycle according to the National
Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version

FOLFOX-bevacizumab (× 4 cycles)

Chemoradiation Total mesorectal excision

Total mesorectal excision

Postoperative chemotherapy
Postoperative chemotherapy

Postoperative chemoradiation 
if R1/R2

FOLFOX (× 2 cycles)

Baseline Staging
(ERUS, MRI)

Restaging
(ERUS, MRI)

Any
progression

Clinical response or
stable disease

Fig 1. Patient flow diagram. ERUS, endorectal ultrasound; FOLFOX, infusional
fluorouracil, leucovorin, and oxaliplatin; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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Fig 2. Disease-free and overall survival for the 32 study participants. A single
patient who died as a result of postoperative complications but without disease
is not censored, but is considered to have had an event.
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3.0. Standard dose modifications were used. Pegfilgrastim (Neulasta; Amgen,
Thousand Oaks, CA) was not administered prophylactically with the first
cycle, but use was permitted during later cycles of therapy. Medical therapy to
maintain blood pressure within normal limits and antiemetic support were
prescribed according to institutional guidelines.

Surgery with TME was performed 3 to 6 weeks from completion of
FUCMT or the final cycle of FOLFOX/bevacizumab. Creation of a temporary
diverting ostomy was at the discretion of the primary surgeon. Delaying ostomy
takedown until the completion of all systemic therapy was recommended.

Synchronous chemoradiotherapy. Patients underwent either 3D confor-
mal radiotherapy or intensity modulated radiotherapy treatment planning.
The treatment volume included the primary tumor and the mesorectal, pre-
sacral, and internal iliac lymph nodes up to the level of the bottom part of the
fifth lumbar vertebra. For 3D conformal radiotherapy plans, the regional
nodes were treated to 45 Gy in 1.8 Gy fractions followed by a 5.4 Gy boost to
primary tumor. Patients treated with intensity-modulated radiotherapy re-
ceived 45 Gy in 1.8 Gy fractions to regional nodes and 50 Gy in 2 Gy fractions
to the primary or, in the postoperative setting, the tumor bed and anastomosis,
as an integrated boost. During radiotherapy, continuous infusion fluorouracil
was to be delivered at 225 mg/m2 with standard dose adjustments. The criteria
for receiving preoperative FUCMT included patients who had either intoler-
ance of bevacizumab; no response to FOLFOX/bevacizumab; or progression
during treatment. The criteria for administration of postoperative FUCMT
were microscopic (R1) or macroscopic (R2) evidence of tumor in the surgical
specimen. Consideration for chemoradiotherapy was advised for patients
found by pathology to have T4 or N2 disease.

Restaging after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Proctoscopy, ERUS, and
pelvic MRI were repeated within 2 to 3 weeks for all patients completing
induction FOLFOX/bevacizumab. Any evidence of progression was an indi-
cation for FUCMT. In addition, patients showing no evidence of any tumor
shrinkage on either clinical examination or ERUS were also to be referred for
FUCMT. Final determination of clinical response was based on the composite
of each restaging modality and was adjudicated by the primary colorectal
surgeon who directly visualized the tumor before and after induction treat-
ment. Surgery with TME was performed 3 to 6 weeks from completion of
FUCMT or the final cycle of FOLFOX/bevacizumab. Creation of a temporary
diverting ostomy was at the discretion of the primary surgeon; ostomy take-
down was advised after completion of all systemic therapy.

Postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy. For patients who did not receive
FUCMT, six cycles of postoperative FOLFOX were recommended. However, a
patient’s tolerance of neoadjuvant FOLFOX was incorporated into the choice
of postoperative regimen. The specific dosing for the postoperative chemo-
therapy regimen was at the discretion of the primary oncologist.

Post-treatment surveillance. Patients without evidence of disease recur-
rence had symptom assessment and physical examination every 3 months in year
1 and at least every 6 months thereafter. Proctoscopy and contrast enhanced CT
scans of the chest/abdomen and pelvis were performed at least annually.

Evaluation of Study End Points

Pathologic response. The primary study outcome was the R0 resection
rate. An R0 resection was defined as no evidence of tumor within 1 mm of the
distal, proximal, or radial margins on the basis of the review by the study
pathologist (J.S.). An R1 resection was defined as microscopic and R2 as
macroscopic evidence of residual disease. A pathologic complete response (CR)
was defined based on the absence of viable tumor cells in both the primary tumor
and in the lymph nodes (ypT0N0). The extent of tumor response to neoadjuvant
treatment was categorized based on the amount of viable carcinoma cells within
thetumorasdescribedpreviously.11-13 Theextentofresidualtumorintheresected
TME specimen was classified according to the TNM staging system of the Amer-
ican Joint Committee on Cancer version 6.

LR was identified on the basis of physical examination or imaging dem-
onstrating disease in the pelvis. Metastatic recurrence was identified based on
physical examination or imaging. Isolated elevation of the carcinoembryonic
antigen absent other evidence of disease was not considered to be recurrence.
Disease-free survival (DFS) was measured based on the lack of any evidence of
tumor recurrence including development of second primary colorectal cancer.

The proportion of trial participants who received preoperative, postoperative,
or any radiation was also a specified end point.

Statistical Considerations

A two-stage design, as proposed by Simon,14 was used to allow early
termination if the ability to maintain an R0 resection rate � 90% was threat-
ened. With 32 patients, we had 90% power to distinguish between rates of 80%
and 95% with a type 1 error probability of 10%. The statistical plan required
initial enrollment of seven patients with termination if five or fewer achieved
R0 resections. If six or more achieved an R0 resection, an additional 24 patients
were to be enrolled. If the R0 resection rate exceeded 90% (28 of the total 32
patients), then we would consider the treatment approach to warrant valida-
tion in a multicenter study in comparison to standard neoadjuvant FUCMT.
Because of the importance of pathologic CR in rectal cancer, we also required
that at least six (18.8%) of the 32 patients achieve a CR. The probability of
observing at least six CRs is � 80% if the true CR rate is 25%. This probability
reduces to � 10% if the true CR rate is 10%.

LR was measured from the date of enrollment until the date of pelvic
recurrence on the basis of imaging or proctoscopy. DFS was measured from
the date of enrollment until disease progression, any rectal relapse, or death
from any cause and is illustrated using the Kaplan-Meier method. Patient
records were reviewed in April 2013 to assess recurrence and were censored at
the date of last follow-up. Statistical calculations were performed using SAS 9.1
for Windows (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

RESULTS

Between March 2007 and October 2009, 32 patients were enrolled.
The cutoff date for this report was April 15, 2013, by which time partici-
pants had been followed for a mean of 53 and a median of 54 months
(range, 43 to 73 months). The 32 participants had median age of 52
(range,26to81),and17of32(53%)werewomen.Themajority(23of32
[72%]) had clinically node-positive tumors. There were 20 participants
with T3N�, nine with T3N�, and three with T2N� rectal tumors.

Summary study results are displayed in Table 1. All protocol
participants were able to undergo an R0 resection, and 8 of 32 (25%)
had a pathologic CR. To date, no participant has had an LR. Only two
participants, both intolerant of FOLFOX/bevacizumab, received pre-
operative chemoradiotherapy. Four of 32 (12.5%) have developed
metastatic disease, all first appearing in the lung. A total of three
participants have died, two as a result of metastatic rectal cancer and
one as a result of postoperative complications. Of the two living
participants with metastatic disease, one had surgical resection of an
isolated lung metastasis and is alive and free of disease. The 4-year DFS
rate is 92.0% (95% CI, 82.1% to 100%), and the overall survival rate is
91.6% (95% CI, 84.0% to 100%).

Table 1. Summary of Study Outcomes With Mean of 53 Months of Follow-Up
Since Enrollment

Study Outcome No. % 95% CI

R0 resection rate 32 100 89 to 100
Pathologic complete response rate 8 25 11 to 43
Completion of neoadjuvant FOLFOX/bevacizumab 30 93.8 79 to 99
Preoperative chemoradiation 2 6.3 1 to 21
Postoperative radiation 1 3.1 1 to 16
4-year local recurrence rate 0 0 0 to 11
4-year disease-free survival 27 84 67 to 94
4-year overall survival rate 29 91 75 to 98

Abbreviation: FOLFOX, infusional fluorouracil, leucovorin, and oxaliplatin.
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Of 32 patients, two (6.3%) did not complete the prescribed neo-
adjuvant treatment regimen, both secondary to cardiovascular toxic-
ity of chemotherapy. One patient, a 63-year-old woman with cT3N�
tumor, developed an arrhythmia after her first cycle of FOLFOX/
bevacizumab. Therapy was discontinued, and she was treated with
standard chemoradiotherapy and went on to have an R0 resection of a
pathologic T3N1 tumor and received postoperative FOLFOX without
difficulty. She remains rectal cancer free as of April 2013. A 69-year-
old man with a cT3N� tumor developed angina after his second cycle
of FOLFOX/bevacizumab. He was triaged to a local hospital with S-T
changes on his ECG and had emergent angiography with stent place-
ment. The study regimen was discontinued. He went on to receive
neoadjuvant radiation without chemotherapy and had an R0 resec-
tion with yT3N1 disease. He developed metastatic lung disease and
succumbed to his rectal cancer 57 months later.

The remaining 30 of 32 (93.8%) patients completed four cycles of
FOLFOX/bevacizumab and two cycles of FOLFOX alone. At restag-
ing, all patients had evidence of clinical response to therapy and there-
fore went directly to surgery for TME, almost always with a temporary
diverting ostomy. At surgery, all of these 30 participants had R0 resec-
tions. One patient, an 81-year-old woman with cT3N1 tumor, had
yT3N2 with 14 of 16 lymph nodes containing tumor. She also had a
close radial margin with residual tumor detected within 3 mm of the

surgical specimen. In the setting of a close surgical margin, postoper-
ative radiotherapy was recommended and delivered. She developed
pulmonary metastases within 1 year of her operation and ultimately
died as a result of metastatic disease without local recurrence.

The correlation between participants’ clinical, pathologic stage
and outcomes is listed in Table 2. No participants have experienced an
LR but four have developed systemic recurrence, all with pulmonary
metastases. In total, three participants have died, one postoperatively
and two as a result of metastatic disease. The postoperative death was
a 64-year-old man with a cT3N0, yT1N1 tumor who presented to the
emergency department 17 days postoperatively with syncope and new
renal failure attributed to dehydration from high volume ileostomy
output. Despite triage to the intensive care unit, he succumbed to renal
failure and did not have autopsy. No evidence of infection, thrombo-
embolism, or precipitating event was manifest.

DISCUSSION

Before integration of pelvic radiation into curative rectal cancer
treatment 25 years ago, pelvic recurrence was a commonplace
occurrence that resulted in debilitating complications such as ab-
scess, fistula, and chronic pain. Since then, other major strides in

Table 2. Demographic Characteristics and Clinical and Pathologic Stage of Participants, in Order of Study Accrual Date

Patient No. Age (years) Sex Clinical Stage Pathologic Stage Tumor Regression (%) Radiation First Site of Recurrence Vital/Disease Status

1 29 F T3N� T0N0 CR No Lung Alive, metCA, NED
2 70 M T3N� T3N1 50 Preop Lung Dead as result of CA
3 48 F T3N� T2N0 80 No — Alive, NED
4 72 M T3N� T0N0 CR No — Alive, NED
5 63 M T3N� T0N0 CR No — Alive, NED
6 64 M T3N� T2N0 80 No — Dead, postop, NED
7 54 M T3N� T2N0 90 No — Alive, NED
8 81 F T3N� T3N2 40 Postop Lung Dead as result of CA
9 64 F T3N� T2N0 70 Preop — Alive, NED

10 56 M T3N� T3N0 90 No — Alive, NED
11 49 M T3N� T2N1 90 No — Alive, NED
12 67 F T3N� T0N0 CR No — Alive, NED
13 32 F T2N� T3N1 40 No — Alive, NED
14 28 F T3N� T3N0 90 No — Alive, NED
15 46 M T3N� T0N0 CR No — Alive, NED
16 46 F T3N� T2N0 80 No — Alive, NED
17 56 F T3N� T2N0 80 No — Alive, NED
18 37 M T3N� T2N1 70 No — Alive, NED
19 26 F T3N� T3N2 30 Postop — Alive, NED
20 58 M T2N� T0N0 CR No — Alive, NED
21 53 M T3N� T2N1 50 No — Alive, NED
22 49 M T2N� T1N0 90 No — Alive, NED
23 46 F T3N� T3N0 10 No Lung Alive, metCA
24 42 F T3N� T3N1 60 No — Alive, NED
25 54 M T3N� T1N0 90 No — Alive, NED
26 64 F T3N� T3N1 60 No — Alive, NED
27 36 M T3N� T0N0 CR No — Alive, NED
28 42 F T3N� T2N0 20 No — Alive, NED
29 51 F T3N� T3N0 90 No — Alive, NED
30 61 M T3N� T0N0 CR No — Alive, NED
31 41 F T3N� T2N1 90 No — Alive, NED
32 57 F T3N� T2N0 90 No — Alive, NED

Abbreviations: CR, complete response; metCA, metastatic cancer; NED, no evidence of disease; postop, postoperative; preop, preoperative.
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rectal cancer therapeutics have been made including better surgical
technique with TME and better imaging with CT, MRI, and ERUS,
better chemotherapy regimens,15 and optimal ways to deliver che-
moradiotherapy.3,4 Notwithstanding these advances, in recent tri-
als, � 25% of patients with locally advanced rectal cancer have still
developed distantmetastases. Inthiscontext, theneoadjuvantparadigm,
which delays delivery of systemic therapy until 3 to 4 months after diag-
nosis, seemed disadvantageous and encouraged us and others to investi-
gate earlier integration of systemic chemotherapy into neoadjuvant
treatment. Indeed,bothrandomizedtrialsandobservational studies indi-
cate low adherence to postoperative systemic therapy after chemoradio-
therapy and resection.16,17

Our pilot study findings demonstrate that indeed, a neoadjuvant
systemic therapy approach that eliminates routine use of pelvic radiation
can be delivered without apparent compromise of either short- or long-
term outcomes in carefully staged patients with rectal cancer. With more
than4yearsof follow-up,therehavebeennopelvicrecurrences.Notwith-
standing the small number of participants and the drawback that the
study was performed in a single center where colorectal surgeons are
skilled at performing TME, the strength and consistency of these results
warrant corroboration in a multicenter study. Our treatment strategy is
distinct from neoadjuvant paradigms that include pelvic radiotherapy as
has been reported by European investigators7 and recently from Brown
University18 because these protocols have not omitted pelvic radiation. In
2010, Fernandez-Martos et al19 reported favorable results of a trial with
similar design to our pilot, and these final results will help to substantiate
or negate our findings.

Several features of our study design warrant special mention.
First, longstanding controversy about whether pelvic radiation is in-
dicated for proximal rectal tumors (� 12 cm from the anal verge)
persists. To avoid results that could be dismissed as attributable to
favorable selection for proximal tumors, we restricted eligibility to
patients whose primary rectal tumors were 5 to 12 cm from the anal
verge on the basis of the surgeon’s proctoscopic evaluation. Second, 23
of 32 (72%) study participants had clinical evidence of nodal involve-
ment. With these eligibility criteria and the clinical stage distribution
listed in Table 2, the low recurrence rate we observed cannot simply be
attributed to selection of node-negative patients.

At the time we designed our study in 2006, bevacizumab had
recently demonstrated superiority in the metastatic setting and was
also expected to prove beneficial for adjuvant colon cancer treat-
ment.10,20 As a result, we included bevacizumab in our neoadjuvant
regimen. Two patients in our study developed cardiac complications
during neoadjuvant FOLFOX/bevacizumab. There was also one post-
operative death that seemed attributable to dehydration. We cannot
exclude the possibility that bevacizumab contributed to these treat-
ment complications. Given the negative results of two large-scale trials
of bevacizumab in the adjuvant setting in colon cancer, we do not
believe that our favorable results are attributable to bevacizumab and
do not plan to incorporate it into future studies.

Pelvic radiation can have long-term impact on bowel, bladder,
and sexual function and can impair bone marrow reserve, diminish-
ing future tolerance of chemotherapy.21,22 For these reasons, a rectal
cancer treatment paradigm that incorporates radiation selectively, as
opposed to reflexively, would be advantageous. To confirm this aus-
picious pilot experience in the multicenter context, the PROSPECT
trial (N1048, available at www.ctsu.org) has recently opened in North
America with participation of all US and Canadian cooperative
groups. It will compare our pilot study regimen (minus the bevaci-
zumab) to the prevailing standard with neoadjuvant chemoradiother-
apy strategy.
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